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Abstract: The federated learning scheme acquires a huge amount of user equipment that participates in the
learning process without revealing user data. However, in a complex scenario with multiple federated learning
services, the sharing of resources among these user equipments requires an orchestrator to manage the
computation, communication resources and cooperate these learning services in local learning problem quality
decisions to reduce the learning time as well as energy consumptions. In this paper, we pose the optimal resource
allocation, local learning quality control in the federated learning orchestrator and propose a centralized approach
based on block coordinate descent to solve the multi-convex problem.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the proliferation of high-performance mobile
devices can support decentralized learning based on local
dataset. In the most simple federated learning algorithm which
is FedAvg[1], the authors provide a simple mechanism of
averaging the local learning weights that are updated from
individual UE and local dataset. Recently, many federated
learning works focus on providing advanced learning
algorithms to improve learning performance. As in CoCoA+
[2], the local learning of UEs is transformed into dual problems.
On the other hand, in our previous work [3], [4], we propose a
resource allocation problem among user equipment (UE) for a
single learning service in the wireless environment
regarding computation, communication latency, and UE
energy consumption. In this paper, we extend the resource
allocation framework for multiple learning services where they
share CPU resources and bandwidth resources as in Fig. 1. We
formulate the multi-service Federated Learning over the
wireless network as a multi-convex optimization problem MSFEDL for
the
Federated
Learning
Orchestrator
(FLO). Accordingly, FLO takes a role to manage the
computation, communication resources and cooperate these
learning services in local learning problem quality decisions.
We exploit the problem structure to decompose and transform
it into three convex sub-problems and adopt the block
coordinate descent method [5] to solve these subproblems
iteratively.

Fig. 1: General Federated Learning scheme.
Federated Learning Scheme in CoCoA+ framework [2]
x Federated Learning Loop
S1. Local Computation: Every UE needs to solve the
local learning dual problem based on primal-dual method
as in CoCoA+ [2]. The output variable of this subproblem
is the local changes of the dual variables.
S2. Transmit Local Learning Information to the
Federated Learning Orchestrator via a shared wireless
environment
S3. Update Global Model: The global change based on
local changes are aggregated at the controller
S4. Broadcast Global Information to all UEs: The
updated global change is broadcast to all UEs.
Until a global accuracy߳ is achieved.
The global learning loss function as follows

݂ is the local loss function of each UE given the input data ݔ .
According to the analysis of our prior work in [4] and CoCoA+
[2]:
o

The normalized number of required local iterations for
solving subproblem to achieve the relative accuracy ߠ
ଵ

is ݈݃ሺ ሻ.

Fig. 2: Multiple Federated Learning Services Model.
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o

The normalized number of required global learning
iteration to achieve global accuracy ߳ is ܭሺߠሻ ൌ ሺ

ଵ

ଵିఏ

ሻ.

2. Multiple Federated Learning Services Framework

According to the sharing of CPU resource among learning
services in each UE, the sharing of bandwidth resource among
UEs, we propose the multi-service Federated Learning
optimization problem, MS-FEDL, as follows

A. System Model
In this paper, we consider a multi-service framework of
federated learning scheme with one Federated Learning
Orchestrator at a BS and a set of N UEs. Each UE ݊ stores a
local dataset size ܦ௦ǡ for each federated learning service s,


ೞǡ
(i.e., local training samples ሼݔ ǡ ݕ ሽୀଵ
). These learning
services use the shared CPU resource to compute their local
learning task and bandwidth resource to transmit the updated
information to Federated Learning Orchestrator.

Local computation model:
The energy consumption of each user n to solve it subproblem
for service s as follows [4]

where ݂௦ǡ is CPU-cycle frequency of the UE n, ܿ௦ ݅ ݏthe
number of CPU cycles for each UE to execute
ఈ
one sample of data belong to service s, and  is the effective
ଶ

where ܭሺߠ௦ ሻ is the required number of global iterations,
݂௧௧  is the total CPU frequency of UE ݊ . The decision
variables include the CPU frequency ݂௦ǡ for each service ݏ,
the fraction ݓ of total uplink bandwidth, and the relative
accuracy ߠ௦ of the local learning problem in each UE.
For the solution approach, we use block coordinate descent
(BCD) in [5] to iteratively solve three following subproblems

capacitance coefficient of UE n’s computing chipset.
Communication model:
For the communication, we consider OFDMA model with
fraction ݓ of total bandwidth  ܤis allocated for each UE. The
achievable transmission rate (bps) of UE n is defined as
Shannon capacity

where  is the transmission power and ݄ is the channel gain
of UE ݊ , and ܰ is the Gaussian noise Ǥ Then the uplink
transmission time of each UE n for a service s is

where ݒ௦ is the global information size that needs to be sent to
the FLO. We denote the static downlink time to broadcast the
global information as ߬௦ௗ Ǥ
Thus, the communication time of a learning service s is

The energy consumption of uplink transmission as follows

Then the local error decision subproblem can be solved by
giving the computed energy consumption of computation,
communication, computation time, and communication time
as

where  is the transmission power of UE ݊.
Global Model:
Global learning time of each federated learning service s
Total energy consumption of all UEs for each global iteration

These subproblems are convex and can be solved by the solver
IPOPT [6].
ଵ

Note that the normalized number of local iterations ݈݃ሺ ሻ
ఏೞ

only affects to the computation time and energy.

3.

Simulation Results

As similar setting to our prior work [4], we consider three
learning services, ten heterogeneous UEs in the learning model.
For the wireless communication model, the UE channel gains

B. Problem Formulation:
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follow the exponential distribution with the mean g0 (d0 / d )

4

where g0 40 dB and the reference distance d0 1 m. The
distance between these devices and the wireless access point is
uniformly distributed between 2 and 50 m. In addition, B 1
10
MHz, V 10 W. For UE computation model, we set the
training size of each UE as uniform distribution in 5  10 MB,
max
cn is uniformly distributed in 10  30 cycles/bit, f n is
min
uniformly distributed in 1.0  2.0 GHz, f n

0.3 GHz.

use the same amount of bandwidth. In heuristic approach, only
sub3 is being solved by the controller to decide the local
learning error decision for each learning service.
4.

Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed a multi-service federated learning
scheme that is managed by a federated learning orchestrator.
We first formulate the optimization model for computation,
communication resource allocation and the local learning error
decision among learning services regarding the learning time
and energy consumption of UEs. We then decompose multiconvex problem into three convex sub-problems and solve the
problem by using block coordinate descent algorithm. The
simulation results show the convergence of the algorithm to
the optimal solution. In future work, we consider extending the
centralized approach to a scalable decentralized approach
among services to preserve the privacy of each service.
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